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PICOWAY: THE
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EFFECTIVE WAY
TO REMOVE
TATTOOS
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Are you ready to be rid of that tattoo for good? Emerge Medical & Well Spa offers
insight into their Picoway treatment, the safe and effective way to remove tattoos
easily.
Talk to us about Picoway tattoo removal, how does it work and how effective is this
treatment? The Picoway Laser for Tattoo Removal is a more ef cent way to remove
tattoos due to it’s ability to deliver more pulses than traditional lasers. The more
pulses you have, the more it helps to break down the ink in the tattoo which in turn
results in fewer needed treatments.
Who is a good candidate for tattoo removal, can it be used on all skin types? Because
of the Picoway’s delivery of pulses, this treatment is safe for all skin types.
What are the best ways to prepare for tattoo removal, is there any downtime
required? We recommend no tanning in the area to be treated for at least 2 – 4
weeks prior to the appointment. Clients may experince swelling or redness at the
site but most subside within hours.
What can one expect going into the treatment? One may experience slight
discomfort but we use a topical numbing cream or in some cases even inject a
lidocaine mixture in the treated area to lessen the pain.
What has been the general response of your patients regarding this treatment? Our
clients are loving this new laser! They love it that it takes few treatments and causes
less scarring.

Tattoos leave a lasting imprint, as does removing them. What are some of the
bene ts you’ve seen in your clients regarding this particular treatment? Our
clients couldn’t be happier! Many of them have spent years trying to conceal they’re
unwanted tattoo’s so they are so excited that there is a new laser in town that can
give them such great results!

To learn more, visit the practice in the sidebar to the right. >>
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